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“As a Geek Week participant interested in Scrum
You want practical, real world advice on Scrum,
so that you can be successful at understanding and
practicing Scrum outside the software development world”
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After completing this session, y ou w ill be able to:
• Understand Scrum terms and basic principles
• Utilize Scrum outside the software development environment
• Learn how Team GRC is executing Scrum in a “user friendly” environment
• Participate in a discussion and leverage “lessons learned”
• Obtain other Scrum resources to assist you with implementation
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Company,
Culture, and
Team . . .
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Essentials for a better life
Kimberly-Clark's essential brands touch nearly 1 of 4 people globally every day
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Our Team:
• Cyber Security & Assurance
• Risk and Compliance Team
• Ten (10) member global team
• Audit, Security, Governance, Risk and
Compliance experience
• Initiated Scrum (non-development environment)
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Team’ s w ork products:
• Application Disaster Recovery Assessments
• Control Monitoring / Compliance Activities
• Control Self-Assessments (CSA)
• IT Policies & Standards / IT General Controls
• IT Risk Management and Assessments
• Regulatory Requirements (CSV, HIPAA, FRL, Data Privacy, etc.)
• RSA Archer Implementation
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Culture of Continuous Improvement:
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Discussion:
“ What’ s y our organization’ s culture tow ards continuous improvement?”

Scrum
Basics . . .
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Agile . . . the Beginning . . .
• Alternative way of developing software, coined February 2001
• Frustrated with poor software development projects
• Time for a change  Birthing of the Agile Manifesto

 Collaboration
 Accepting change
 Interacting face-to-face

valued over

o Pre-defined plans
o Documentation
o Rigid processes

Agile is mindset for iterative and incremental product development . . .
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So w hat’ s the connection betw een Agile and Scrum?
Scrum

Agile

brand name

generic
think tissue

think “Kleenex”
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So w hat’ s the connection betw een Agile and Scrum?
Scrum
Agile

 Work completed in short periods
• Iterations

 Implement Iterations with
• Sprints

Scrum has a specific w ay of implementing generic Agile concepts . . .
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Scrum Process* . . .
• Considered an Agile method
 values and principles of the manifesto

• A “way to get work done”
 Potentially shippable product
increment

• Sprint ~ 2 weeks
• Takes discipline and
commitment to execute . . .

*diagram courtesy of The Braintrust Consulting Group
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Scrum Process (“ the team ” ) . . .
• TM  Team
 Group of individuals who get the work done

• SM  ScrumMaster
 helps the Team maximizes their productivity

• PO  Product Owner
 Represents the stakeholders’ desires to the Team
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Scrum Process (“ planning w ork ” ) . . .
• Product Backlog
 Work to be done
 Prioritize work aka “product features”
 Maintained by Product Owner

• During planning . . .
 What work will get done?
 What are the priorities?
 How will the work get done?
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Scrum Process (“ planning w ork via user story ” ) . . .
• Captures a description of a feature (work assignment)
from an end-user perspective
• Describes the type of user, what they want and why
• Often, User Stories come in the form of: As a <type of
user>, I want <some goal> so that <some reason>
• As a swimmer, I want a salt water filtration system,
so that my hair doesn’t turn green
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Scrum Process (“ heartbeat of each sprint ” ) . . .
• Often nicknamed “The Daily Scrum”
 Most tactical of all scrum meetings
 Share progress
 Make commitments
 Ask for help

• Held allocated times during the Sprint
 15 minutes in duration

• Answering 3 questions
1) Any blockers aka barriers / roadblocks?
2) What did I do to help move the sprint goal?
3) What am I going to do today to help move the sprint
goal to completion?
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Scrum Process (“ heartbeat of each sprint ” ) . . .

How are w e doing?
Let’ s review the Burndow n Chart during the Daily Scrum. . .
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Scrum Process (“ review and retrospective ” ) . . .
• Review
 Seek feedback on the work accomplished during the
current sprint
 Duration is capped at 2 hours ~ 2 week sprint
 Meeting held last day of the sprint
 The stakeholders get to see what was accomplished

• Retrospective
 Review what went right
 What was challenging
 Opportunities for improvement
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Scrum
@ K-C . . .
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Scrum @ K-C . . . “ the special sauce”
• Scrum is executed in the
development world
• moving to execute Scrum in the
“non-development” world
• Scrum Coach – assigned to get
teams moving in the right direction
• Electronic “post-it notes” ~ JIRA
• “Safe” environment to make
mistakes . . . Continuous learning
22
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Scrum Framew ork

•
•
•
•

“Plan What You are Going to Do” in Small Cycles (2 weeks)
“Do What You Planned” and Monitor Progress Regularly
Check and Adjust (Retrospective) to Continuously Improve
Repeat the Cycle; Get Into a Rhythm of Commitment and Execution
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Scrum of “ s”
3 Ceremonies

3 Roles

• Sprint Planning

• Product Owner
–
–

–
–
–

Owns the Vision and prioritizes “features”
Available to the team

• Daily Standup

• ScrumMaster
–

–
–
–

Ensures adherence to the Agile Framework
and insulates the team from distractions

• Team
–

Select “stories” for the upcoming sprint
Decompose and adjust estimates
Review and align with Release Plan
Discuss any “blockers”
Celebrate work completed
Commit to work for the day

• Sprint Review and Retrospective

Self organizes and delivers features

3 Artifacts

–
–
–
–
–

Celebrate accomplishments
Demonstrate new capabilities
Reflect on last Sprint and “Release Plan”
Check and adjust to improve future sprints
Team self-organizes and decides what changes to make

• Product Backlog
–
–

Prioritized list of features with high level
estimates
Reviewed on a continuous basis

• Sprint Backlog
–
–

Prioritized list of work for a sprint
Refined and estimated by the team

• Burn Down
–

Visual representation of progress with the sprint
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Team Scrum Board using JIRA:
• Graphical depiction of the work state
– key tool used during the daily scrum
– user stories created and updated by
team members
– shows all items that need to be
completed for the current Sprint
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Overall Key Messages:
• Agile / Scrum is simple, keep it that way…
• Plan in small cycles vs. a comprehensive plan
• Get into a rhythm, a regular cadence
• More than status reporting, use to prioritize and manage workload
• Deliver incremental value along the way
• When in doubt, ask the team!
26
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Benefits:

• Motivated and inspired team members
• Decision making is shifted to the team
 the best people who are able to understand all the facts
 work is prioritized and managed more effectively

• Visibility into the entirety of the project management
process
• Increased satisfaction with work
• A safe working environment where people can thrive
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Discussion:
“ How could y our organization leverage Scrum?”
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Lessons
Learned
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Lesson #1: Obtain formal scrum training . . .
• Develop a strong base of knowledge
• Learn the subject from an experienced teacher
• Helps to ingrain the agile mindset for yourself and your
colleagues

Lesson #2: Share best practices w ith other Scrum Teams. . .
• Don’t “reinvent the wheel”
• Leverage internal collaboration tools for dialogue
such as “yammer”
• Stay in contact with your scrum classmates
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Lesson #3: Practice, practice, practice decomposing user stories. . .
• Break the story down into deliverables that can be completed
within the Sprint
 Stories are “too big syndrome”
• Focus on Deliverables versus Activities. Try to understand
what is being delivered.
 For example: “Attend the Design Workshop”
 Ask yourself what is being delivered out of the workshop
 “Develop the Architectural and Infrastructure Diagram”

• Include “Acceptance Criteria” or definition of “Done” and
other pertinent information in the Story details.

Lesson #4: Rotate ScrumMaster position. . .
• Develop a stronger team by cross-training
• Give team members opportunity to become “servant leader”
• Create learning opportunities . . . Train-the-trainer . . .
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Lesson #5: Tak e advantage of using product back log . . .
• Use a “seeding” process with stakeholders and team
members to develop backlog
• Work one or two sprints ahead on refining backlog
• Plan future priorities and assignments

Lesson #6: ScrumMaster finds w ay s to improve process . . .
• Develop a repository of agile/scrum tips, tricks and techniques
 Great for onboarding new team members
• Take advantage of electronic scrum board features
 Cloning stories (“copy and paste” standard work)
• Propose a cutoff date/time to populate user stories each Sprint
 Consider time zones for geographically dispersed teams
• Conduct one-on-one scrum learning sessions with team
members
• Help team (re)estimate ‘reasonable efforts’ for heavy workloads
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Discussion:
“ How w ould y our organization ex ecute Scrum compared to Team GRC?”

Additional Resources:

• Manifesto for Agile Software Development
• www.agilemanifesto.org
• Scrum Alliance
• www.scrumalliance.org
• Scrum Guide by Jeff Sutherland
• scrumguides.org/scrum-guide.html
• Scrum Mastery: From Good To Great
Servant-Leadership by Geoff Watts
• Scrum Training
• www.braintrustgroup.com
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Questions, Comments, and Discussion
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Thank you!

Laura Jones, PMP, PMP-RMP, CMQ/OE, CGPM
Laura.Jones@KCC.com
Risk Manager
Kevin J. Morgan, MIS, CISA, CISM, CSM
Kevin.J.Morgan@KCC.com
Cyber Assurance Coordinator
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